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Key findings


First time visitors
Of all visitors surveyed, 27% were first time visitors in 2020; telling us that ‘Today
is my first ever visit’ or ‘I have visited before but my first ever time was earlier this
year’. This compares with 14% in 2017. There was variation across sites with
half of the visitors to Aysgarth Falls, and a third to Malham, being first time
visitors.



Enjoyment
We asked unprompted questions about aspects enjoyed, and if anything had
spoilt their visit. Scenery and landscape was cited by 72% of all visitors as
something they had enjoyed about their visit. 25% of visitors (36% first time
visitors) said being by water was one of the things they enjoyed; this was an
increase from 16% in 2017. The answers: peace and tranquillity ‘getting away
from it all’, good walking were between 35 and 25% broadly the same for both
2020 and 2017 surveys.



Planning for visit
Almost a third (30%) of all visitors told us that they didn’t use anything to plan
their visit. Most popular information used was google search (23%, rising to 40%
for first time visitors) followed by a map (20%); the latter is unsurprising given the
popularity of walking. Our website www.yorkshiredales.org.uk was used by 10%.
with recommendation of family and friends 7%, and social media used by 2%
(Facebook was the most popular out of Instagram, Facebook twitter).



Effect of Covid
For first time visitors 16% said they wouldn’t have come to the Yorkshire Dales
National Park that day if it was ‘normal times’ (i.e. no Covid restrictions).



Satisfaction
Visitor satisfaction was very high; 97% of all visitors were very satisfied or
satisfied with their visit. Only 5 (out of 1200) visitors scored their visit as less than
satisfied.



Picnics, Alcohol and barbeques
35% of visitors brought a picnic with them. Less than 1% of all visitors told us that
they had brought alcohol or barbeques.



Age demographic
The age demographic and ethnicity of our visitors was different in 2020 in
comparison to 2017. In our 2017 visitor survey 56% of our visitors were age 55+;
whereas in 2020 this reduced to 36%. 22% of all visitors in 2020 were in the 2534 age group category - there were significant variations between sites. Overall
our visitor profile in 2020 was younger and more diverse, and represented the
demographic of the population as a whole.
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About this report
1. This report analyses and presents results from a visitor survey carried out in the
Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) by the YDNPA (Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority) in 2020. The questionnaire survey is in Appendix 1.
2. The YDNPA carries out a large scale visitor survey every 5 years. The 2020 survey was
not part of this schedule and was implemented to look at visitor characteristics,
perceptions and motivations during the Covid pandemic. Similar questions were asked
to allow comparison with our regular 5-year surveys to be made. Our next full visitor
survey is in 2022 as part of our scheduled monitoring programme.

Introduction
3. After the first lockdown eased in May 2020, it soon became apparent that the National
Park was seeing a different demographic to its ‘traditional’ visitors. To understand more
about these changes, we asked our staff and volunteers to undertake a visitor survey
as part of their engagement activities. The questions were aimed at better
understanding the people visiting different areas of the National Park, their motivations
for visiting and characteristics.
4. Between the beginning of June and the end of November we undertook face to face
surveys of 1200 visitors across the Park. Volunteers and Information Centre staff
carried out the surveys; approaching people at our car parks, on popular walks and at
sites of interest. Most surveys were undertaken where there were larger numbers of
people around. A limited number of surveys were undertaken in the Cumbria area of
the park due to low volunteer numbers.
5. This report gives the results of all questions asked in the survey, with further
breakdowns within the questions as relevant. Analysis to compare responses by month;
for example, comparing June surveys with November, was not found to draw any
significant differences, but there was a large variation across sites in terms of visitor
profile.
6. In a number of questions, we present a breakdown based on first time visitors. In this
case we combined two categories to represent how many were first time visitors in
2020. The two categories combined were ‘Today is my first ever visit’ and ‘I have visited
before but my first ever time was earlier this year.’
7. We also compare visitor responses from four of our key sites; Malham, Grassington,
Aysgarth and Reeth. These sites were selected as they all had more than 150 surveys
carried out. Our Hawes site, the Dales Countryside Museum, was not included due to
low visitor numbers in 2020. In some cases, we compare results with our previous
visitor surveys.
8. This report analyses the visitor responses in detail. Respondents were asked for any
other comments and these are listed verbatim in Appendix 2.
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Detail of surveys
Survey locations and time
9. As noted in the introduction, the majority of surveys were carried out in our busier sites:
Aysgarth Falls (276), Malham (169), Grassington (254), Reeth (150), other locations
(350 surveys). There is a fairly even spread of north and south and across the six
months.
Figure 1: Location of surveys

10. Most interviews were carried out during the day between the hours of 10am and 4pm
(split evenly over this period), with a small number (9%) carried out early evening
between 4pm and 8pm.
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Analysis
Adults and children / families
11. Of all visitors surveyed; 80% had children with them, 20% did not. The average number
of adults in a group was 2.6. The average number of children in a group was 1.2. For
first time visitors 82% brought children with them.

Where visitors had travelled from
Table 1: Area where respondents lived

Location
West Yorkshire
North Yorkshire
Rest of Yorkshire
Lancashire
Rest of North West
Co. Durham
South East and London
Rest of North East
East Midlands
Cumbria
Scotland
West Midlands
No answer
South West
Overseas
Wales

All visitors
First time visitors
Number of
Number of
responses
Percentage
responses
Percentage
90
28%
361
30%
40
13%
238
20%
34
11%
116
10%
19
6%
105
9%
37
12%
99
8%
24
8%
82
7%
25
8%
67
6%
16
5%
41
3%
11
3%
22
2%
2
0.6%
19
2%
5
2%
11
1%
8
3%
11
1%
4
1%
10
0.8%
4
1%
10
0.8%
2
0.6%
5
0.4%
90
0.0%
3
0.3%

12. Table 1 shows that out of all people surveyed 88% were from the surrounding regions.
In terms of breakdown 57% came from neighbouring regions (Lancashire, Cumbria,
West Yorkshire, Co. Durham, Rest of Yorkshire) and 20% came from North Yorkshire.
13. First time visitors were less likely to come from the National Park’s constituent counties
(North Yorkshire, Cumbria and Lancashire) than other visitors (20% compared to 31%
for all visitors) as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Where first time visitors travel from compared to all visitors

All visitors

First time visitors

14. Figure 2 shows most visitors, including first time visitors, were coming from West
Yorkshire; but first time visitors showed a slightly wider geographical spread overall.
Figure 3: Where visitors travel from compared to location visited

Aysgarth

Grassington

Malham

West Yorkshire

North Yorkshire

Rest of North West

Lancashire

Rest of Yorkshire

Rest of North East

Co. Durham

Cumbria

Others

Reeth

15. Figure 3 shows that all locations had a good geographical spread of visitors. As would
be expected; Malham and Grassington, which are in the south of the Park, had more
visitors from West Yorkshire, and Reeth and Aysgarth in the north had a higher
percentage of visitors from the North East and County Durham. Of all the neighbouring
counties, Cumbria is the one from which the fewest visitors travelled.
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Frequency of visiting
Figure 4: How often visitors had been to the Yorkshire Dales National Park
47%

23%
14%
8%
4%

4%

Today is my first
I have visited
I have visited
I have visited
ever visit
before today, but before today, but before today in
my first ever visit
not for many
previous years,
was earlier this
years
but not often
year

I have visited
many times
before today

I live in the
National Park (ie
resident)

16. Figure 4 shows that 27% of visitors surveyed had either visited for the first time that day
or earlier that year. It also showed that 47% of visitors had visited many times before.
Almost 5% of people surveyed had undertaken their first visit in 2020 and had since
been back. Our previous visitor surveys show that the percentage of first time visitors
has been going up steadily for the past 10 years. In 2008 around 7% were first time
visitors, by 2017 this had doubled to 14%, and in this 2020 survey was 23%.
Figure 5: First time visitors and location visited.

53%

34%
21%
9%

Malham

Grassington

Aysgarth

First ever visit 2020

Not visited for many years

Visit often

Resident

Reeth

Visited before but not often

17. Figure 5 shows there is a difference between sites, however. Our ‘visitor hubs’ are
receiving a high proportion of first time visitors. For Aysgarth over 50% of visitors were
first time visitors in 2020, compared to less than 10% in Reeth.
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Motivation for visiting the Yorkshire Dales National Park
All visitors

18. An unprompted question was asked about motivation for visiting. The word cloud above shows the most common (in larger
print) reasons given by all visitors: walking, fresh air and exercise. Walking was by far the most popular response. 36% out of
those surveyed mentioned walking in their answer to this question. The second most common response (6%) was fresh air. It
shows that, beyond ‘walking’ and fresh air; individual’s motivation to visit were very varied.
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First time visitors

19. Of the 321 respondents whose first visit to the Yorkshire Dales National Park was in 2020; the most common motivation/reason
given for visiting was also walking, with 36% (114) of respondents. The second most common response was waterfalls, 8%
(26) of respondents. This is compared to 3% of all visitors
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Information used to plan visit
Table 2: Information used to plan visit (all respondents)
Sources
Didn't use any information to plan visit
Google Search
Map
Other (please state below)
YDNPA Website
Other website
Information from friends/family
Guidebook
Leaflet
Facebook
Magazine/Newspaper
Instagram
Twitter

Number of responses Percentage
345
30%
272
23%
236
20%
235
20%
113
10%
95
8%
78
7%
59
5%
25
2%
19
2%
6
1%
4
0.3%
1
0.1%

20. The majority (30%) of respondents told us that they did not use any information to plan
their visit. If they did use a source of information it was google search 23% and 20%
used maps. Less than 2% of visitors told us that they used Facebook; and less than
1% used Instagram or Twitter.
Figure 6: Information used to plan their visit based on frequency of visit (Top 5 methods)

Today is my first I have visited I have visited I have visited I have visited
ever visit
before today, before today, before today in many times
but my first ever but not for many previous years, before today
visit was earlier
years
but not often
this year
Map

Google

YDNPA Website

Nothing

I live in the
National Park
(ie resident)

Friends / Family

21. Figure 6 shows as expected first time visitors in 2020 were more likely to plan their
visits, with only 13% not using any information. Over 40% of first time visitors used
google search to plan their visit, and 15% used the YDNPA website. 14% of first time
visitors used a map to plan their visit as opposed to 20% of all visitors.
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Enjoyment
Figure 7: What visitors enjoy about their visit

84%
72%

35% 35%

33%
29%

26%

25%
20%
16%

Scenery/ Good walking Peace and
landscape
tranquility

12% 10%

Being by
water

2020

10% 11%

Getting away Recreational
Clean/
from it all
activities pollution free

2017

22. Visitors were asked to say what they had enjoyed about their visit (an unprompted
question). Figure 7 shows that 2020 responses were broadly similar to those in our
2017 visitor survey. In 2020 the aspect visitors enjoyed most on their visit was scenery
and landscape (72%) compared to 84% in 2017. However, 25% of respondents in
2020 said that they had enjoyed being by water compared to 16% in 2017.
Figure 8: What first time visitors enjoyed most about their visit
71%

36%

33%
23%

23%
16%
8%

13

8%

8%

5%

3%

1%

23. Figure 8 shows that first time visitors also said that they enjoyed the scenery and
landscape most. The second most common (36%) response amongst first time visitors
was being by water.
Figure 9: Aspects that spoilt visit

70%

17%
8%

4%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

0.4%

0.4%

0.2%

24. When asked if anything had spoilt their visit 70%, again this was an unprompted
question, (802) respondents said that nothing spoilt their visit that day. Bad weather
was the second most common response with 8% (95) of respondents mentioning the
weather. This mirrors responses in 2017, when 76% of visitors said nothing spoilt their
visit and 10% cited bad weather (figure 9).
25. In terms of specific factors and locations:
 Only 1% of visitors said finding somewhere to park and/or traffic congestion (same
for both 2017 and 2020 surveys).
 Litter 3% overall, however further analysis shows this answer was mainly given in
June by first time visitors to Malham (9% highlighting a specific issue at that time
and this affected the overall results - elsewhere it was only mentioned by 1% or
less).
 Similarly ‘too many people’ was mentioned at Malham by 8% and 6% at Reeth.
Surprisingly it but did not feature as a response at Aysgarth – probably because it’s
a wood, and it is well known that in terms of perceptual carrying capacity woods
can accommodate more people than an open landscape (because people are
hidden from sight by the trees).
 While ‘finding somewhere to park, did feature at Aysgarth 2%, but not elsewhere,
by contrast 0.5 % of visitors to Malham gave this response.
 Lack of facilities Grassington 3%.
 Motorbikes on road 3% Reeth.
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Would visitors have been visiting in ‘normal times’?
26. We wanted to find out if people were coming to the National Park because of the
Covid pandemic restrictions; for example; would they have come on a day like today in
2019. 91% of people surveyed told us that they would have been visiting the National
Park on that day in ‘normal times’ without the Covid pandemic restrictions
27. Surprisingly 84% of first time visitors also said they would have been visiting in ‘normal
times’. This seems a very high proportion, and it’s unclear whether people felt
compelled to give this answer –because they were being asked questions by National
Park staff and volunteers
Satisfaction levels amongst visitors
Table 3: Visitors scoring of satisfaction (out of 6) with their visit
Satisfaction levels
6 - Very satisfied
5
4
3
2
1- Not at all satisfied

Number of responses
Percentage
896
80%
188
17%
30
3%
4
0%
1
0.1%
0
0%

28. Visitor satisfaction was high; 97% of visitors told us that they were very satisfied or
satisfied with their visit. No visitors were not at all satisfied with their visit.
Figure 10: First time visitor satisfaction

80% 80%

17% 17%
3% 3%

6 - Very
satisfied

5

0.4%0.3%

4
All visitors

3
First time visitors

15

0.1% 0%

2

0%

0%

1- Not at all
satisfied

29. Figure 10 shows that visitor satisfaction was also high amongst first time visitors - 97%
were very satisfied or satisfied; and no first time visitors were unsatisfied or not at all
satisfied with their visit.

Provisions visitors brought with them
30. Figure 11 shows most visitors brought a picnic (35%) or snack (43%) with them. While
25% of visitors said they had brought nothing with them. Very few visitors (less than
1%) brought alcohol or BBQ with them.

Figure 11: What did first time visitors bring with them on their visit?

43%
38%
36%
35%
25%
27%

10%

8%

1%

Snack/light
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Picnic

Nothing
All visitors

Other (please
specify)
First time visitors

16

1%

Alcohol

0.1% 0.3%
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Age group and demographics of respondents
Figure 12: Age range of visitors interviewed

35%

22%

22%

21%

20%

18%
16%
14%
10%

10%
7%

4%
0.4% 0.3%

16-24
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35-45

45-54

All surveys

55-64
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First time visitors

31. Figure 12 shows 22% of all visitors interviewed were in the 25-34 age group. This is
higher than in our 2017 visitor survey as shown below in Figure 13.
Figure13: How the age profile of visitors in the 2020 survey compare to the UK age
profile and the 2017 visitor survey?

Change to visitor profile (age)

Age profile –visitors 2017
56% aged 55+
2%

11%

11%

21%

27%

29%

30% aged
55+

Age profile – visitors 2020
7%

22%

18%

22%

20%

36% aged
55+

UK age profile
15%

17%

16-24

15%

25-34

10%

17%

35-44

45-54

14%

55-64

22%

65+
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32. The age demographic of our visitors was different in 2020 in comparison to 2017. In
our 2017 visitor survey 56% of our visitors were age 55+; whereas in 2020 this
reduced to 36%. This suggests our visitor profile was younger and represents the
demographic of the population as a whole.
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33. The 25-34 age category is by far the most common age group for first visitors (35%),
and 14% of first time visitor respondents were aged 16-24; compared 7% of all visitors.
This suggests that first time visitors were younger.
34. There were less visitors in the older age groups amongst first time visitors. This may
be due to older people staying at home due to the pandemic. It could also be the case
that most older visitors have visited before.
35. There were significant variations between sites as table 4 below shows
Table 4: age profile by location
Site
Malham
Grassington
Aysgarth
Reeth

under 35
47%
20%
39%
16%

35-55
37%
42%
38%
43%

55+
15%
38%
23%
39%

Table 5: Respondents health and disability
Do you consider yourself to have a disability
or long term illness?
Yes
No

Number of
responses
Percentage
72
6%
1119
94%

Table 6: Respondents Gender
How would you describe your
gender?
Male
Female
Other non binary
Prefer not to say

Number of responses
Percentage
629
54%
531
46%
0
0%
0
0%
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Ethnicity of visitors
Table 7: Ethnic group visitors described themselves

Ethnic group
White/British/Irish or any other white background
Mixed/ white and black Caribbean/ white and black
African/ any other mixed background
Asian or Asian British/ Indian Pakistani/ Bangladeshi/
any otherAsian background
Black or Black British/ Caribbean/ African/ any other
black background
Chinese or other ethnic Chinese group
Other (please specify)
Refused

All
First time
visitors
visitors
93%

87%

1%

8%

4%

2%

0.5%
0.4%
0.8%
0.4%

1%
1%
0.6%
0.6%

36. 93% of all visitors surveyed told us that they were white/British/Irish or any other white
background. Amongst first time visitors this was 86.6%. This is much higher
percentage than for the 2017 survey.
37. The percentage of Asian or Asian British / Indian Pakistani / Bangladeshi or any other
Asian background was 8.1% in first time visitors compared to 3.7% in all visitors
surveyed.
Figure 13: Locations visited by visitors from BAME backgrounds
29%

23%

21%

10%

4%

4%

3%

1%

1%

1%

1%

38. The majority of visitors from BAME backgrounds visited Aysgarth, Malham,
Grassington and Ribblehead (in that order). Only 4% of those surveyed in Reeth
(which was the site with the fourth highest numbers of surveys) were from BAME
backgrounds.
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Appendix 1 Visitor Survey 2020
Visitor Survey (Covid – 19) Summer 2020
Name of Interviewer:
Location:
Time:

Date:
10-12 

12-14 

14-16 

16-18 

18-20 

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority wants to find out more about our visitors over
this unprecedented time. Could you spare a few minutes of your time to answer a few
questions?
1. How many adults (over 18) and children are in your group today?
............adults…..….children
2. Where do you live? (first part of postcode or town&
county)………………………………………….
3. Which of the following best describes how often you visit Yorkshire Dales National
Park?
1) Today is my first ever visit
2) I have visited before today, but my first ever visit was earlier this year
3) I have visited before today, but not for many years
4) I have visited before today in previous years, but not often
5) I have visited many times before today
6) I live in the National Park (ie resident)








4. Why / what is your motivation for visiting the Yorkshire Dales National Park today?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. What information did you refer to, to plan your visit?
1) Map
2) Leaflet
3) Magazine /Newspaper
4) Guide Book
5) Google search
6) YDNPA website
7) Other website: state









(tick all that apply)

8) Twitter

9) Facebook

10) Instagram

11) Didn’t use any information to plan visit

12) Information from friends/family

13) Other please state

………………..
………………..………………..

6. What have you enjoyed about your visit today? (Do not prompt, tick all that apply)
1) Scenery/ landscape
2) Peace and tranquility




7) Getting away from it all
8) Clean/ pollution free
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3) Being by water

9) Archaeology/built heritage
4) Recreational opportunities

10) Wildlife/ flora fauna
5) Good walking

11) Don’t know
6) Picnic

12) Other (please state)…………….…………





7. Has anything spoiled the enjoyment of your visit today? (Do not prompt, tick all that
apply)
1) Bad weather
2) Litter
3) Too many people
4) Lack of path waymarks
5) Finding somewhere to park
6) Condition of rights of way
7) Motorbikes on road









8) Off road trail bike/4x4
9) Toilet facilities
10) Lack of facilities
11) Traffic congestion on road
12) Nothing
13) Other, please state








8. In ‘normal’ times would you have been visiting the Yorkshire Dales today?
(For example this time last year on a day like today would you have come here?)
1) Yes
Note any comments





2) No

9. Taking into account what you have enjoyed about your visit and what (if anything)
has spoilt your visit, on a scale of 1 - 6 (where 1 is not at all satisfied and 6 is very
satisfied) how satisfied are you overall with your visit to the Yorkshire Dales National
Park?
Not at all
Very
Satisfied
Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
6
10. What did you bring with you today? (tick all that apply)
1) snack/light refreshments 
2) BBQ

3) alcohol


4) picnic
5) nothing
6) other (please state)

11. Which age group do you belong to? (tick one box only)
1) 16 – 24 years
2) 25 – 34 years
3) 35 – 44 years





4) 45 – 54 years
5) 55 – 64 years
6) 65 + years
7) Refused
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Appendix 2 All any other comments from visitors
Respondent

Any other comments?

1

BUSY

2

Low satisfaction score because of restrictions (Covid)

3

Footpath signs indistinct going towards Grass Wood

4

Able to park easily - unheard of on a Sunday usually

6

Got take away from fish & chip shop

7

Love to come at quiet times whatever the weather

8

Toilets being open - huge bonus

9

No shops

10

Bought hot drinks locally

11

Love the Christmas lights. Bought all refreshments locally. Really nice local people

12

Very clean and tidy. Very welcoming. Didn't want to come in summer as put off by the crowds.

13

Everything well laid out, very accessible.

14

Thought a cake shop might be open

15

A teashop being open would be good. There is nothing to do in Sunderland.

16

Great that the staff are here and that National Park still functioning

17

nice to see someone outside talking to you

18

REALLY ENJOYED THE DAY

19

Paths were clean

20

Why isn't it free parking on a sunday!

21

All well laid out

22

All good

23

Excellent signage, signs are well defined, paths well retained

24

All good

25

Lovely area, look forward to visiting more please.

26

Lovely place

28

Lovely walk!

29

The 6 rating for being "very satisfied" was in spite of things being very busy.

30

32

Would appreciate a YDNP e-page with "hotspots" in Swaledale
Referred to notices on track up Slei Gill saying the route is dangerous due to floods a year ago. A
very interesting valley (lot of lead mining relics) but at present cannot walk up it. Query when and if
the valley will ever be opened.
Concerns re very narrow stiles - how do people with disabilities manage? Gates can be difficult to
open.

33

"A hidden secret" - surprised at how lovely it is. Better than the Lake District which is too touristy.

34

A beautiful place.

35

Appreciate inexpensive parking - much cheaper than other National Parks

36

Nice place to visit

37

Thank you to YDNP

38

Mentioned seeing YDNP volunteers dry stone walling - doing a good job! Floods last year cause
devastation but now overcome. Busy in spite of Reeth Show cancelled.

39

Tend to take the Dales for granted; enjoy visiting Wensleydale as well as Swaledale.

40

Good place for bike packing and pack running and wild camping.

41

Lifetime enjoyment (coming to the Dales)

42

Would have given a 6 (very satisfied) rating but for the rain and not being able to find the shoe shop.

31

22

Respondent

Any other comments?

44

Love visiting the area. Appreciate absence of litter. Appreciate improvements to paths.

45

Lovely area. Excellent footpaths - well maintained in spite of floods.

46

We love the Dales

77

Beautiful countryside. Pleased to have come.

80

Beautiful place in any season

81

Beautiful scenery, roads better kept than in Kent (fewer pot holes).

82

Really lovely place

83

Disappointed to see some campsites shut (presumably because of Covid)

84

Brilliant place, except for the tourists!

85

Very happy with everything. Good Covid precautions at CB Inn and pub (at Muker)
Signage needs improving.

87

_Waymarkers.

88

Generally things well organised

89

love it!

90

Lovely
Would like centralised data base of B&Bs.

91

More places to buy food when out walking.(we are on a walking holiday)

92

Disappointed National park office not open today.

93

Lovely footpaths in good order. Better than lake district. Toilets - need change and no one carrying
coins at the moment (did explain rdc and not ydnpa responsibility)

94

Really impressed with facilities open in area

95

97

Never a bad time. Awesome job
Sanitisers needed for park and display as have to touch buttons. Parking expensive [Did inform that
RDC and not YDNP responsibility
More recycling points. Feels safe. Everyone taking thing more carefully. Things are sensibly open.
Great rivers for the dog

98

Keep it lovely

99
100

Very nice
Signage is good. Better plans for local barns. National Park Policy needs allow sustainable
businesses to get going

101

Thumbs up. Normally go abroad but too difficult but enjoying here

102

104

Keep area undeveloped. Like the fact that lots of pubs
Bins in Muker need emptying and toilets shouldn't be charged for as people not got change on them
as lots of businesses not accepting change so people not carrying . [DId mention that RDC and not
YDNP responsibility]
Timed the visit to avoid shooting season and also nesting birds earlier. Very positive about our road
conditions....so much better than in Kent

105

Disappointed that the bridge at bottom part of arkengarthdale was down due to floods last year

106

They had seen a red squirrel in the churchyard at St Marys in Langthwaite

107
108

No access to leaflets a problem
Anywhere to buy maps- I explained re NPC closed in Reeth but others were opening eg. Hawes or try
the Post Office

109

More Hand Sanitiser required.

110

A perfect day!

111
112

Nice clean toilets
YDNP donation box (or its electronic equivalent on parking ticket machine) in car parks would be
welcome.

113

The YDNP works!

114

Would appreciate better (wifi) service in Dales.

96

103
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Respondent

Any other comments?

115

They felt that the Dales is well managed by the YDNP. It isn't "overmanaged", still very natural.
Signposts vary.
Love the National Park and appreciate the management.

116

Some health problems but not "disabled".

117

Appreciate work of YDNP, a very important place (I think they were referring to the Yorkshire Dales).

118

It is smaller and quieter at Dent (compared with Ingleton), less touristy, less rubbish
Would appreciate updated and more visible signs on walking routes.

119

Concerns re cows in field - are they safe?
Male and female and the child all contributed to the survey.

120

At this point, they mentioned that you can never predict the weather but seemed to feel that there was
plenty to do whatever the weather.

121

Wonderful place

122

A beautiful place!

123

Brilliant day!

124

We had a lovely time.

125

Just arrived so unable to answer some questions

126

Everyone respectful of social distancing.

127

Happy with everything.

128
129

Nothing needs improving
Disabled toilet doesn't lock from inside(not sure why they were using this one) Also concerned about
use of hand driers spreading germs around

130

Very good ie low parking charges in Reeth...£2 for the day

131

Fremington bridge could do with traffic control/ right of way signage
Toilet facilities not very clean and no toilet roll. 15 mins after this survey the council operative arrived
to clean and restock as well as emptying the full litter bins around the green. Maybe a more regular
service is needed at the weekends?
Parking has been an issue, also no cash facilities, camping and not carrying cash with them. Toilets
requiring cash a problem

132
133
134
135

Trial bikes on footpaths...trouble passing on a narrow lane
Dog walkers leaving dog poo on footpaths, also full poo bags just left around and not taken away to be
disposed.

136

We love it here

137

Impressed that there was no litter about

138

Would usually stay over but not doing so due to Covid

139

Some people park their cars in passing places...makes it difficult for other road users

140

This is a really beautiful part of the country, they would have had friends from Holland with them but
due to 14 day isolation afterwards they couldnt visit so holidaying separately this year.

141

They were really upset that they had not been allowed in at the Bike Centre

143

They tried to get into Aysgarth car park and couldnt due to no spaces, then tried to turn around and
got stuck and held up because unable to exit. They felt parking control could be managed better.
The area feels safe to leave the car and not risk having it broken into... good to have outdoor seating
available

144

Its about time the road between Reeth and Richmond was fixed.

145

They come to the dales to get away from it all...too many people puts them off.

146

More cycle tracks would be good....between Richmond and Reeth if possible

147

Love it here

148

Didnt have cash for the parking machine...asked re card payment but not possible at Muker car park

142
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Any other comments?

149

Local family connections and were married in Barningham

150

Card payments would be good at council car park. Needed directions to the public toilets
Just really great.

151

More might be made of opportunities for mountain biking (get ahead of the e-mountain biking craze able to get to hitherto inaccessible places).

152

Love the Yorkshire Dales.

153

Arrived and saw toilets were being cleaned. Very good. Reduced nervousness at using.

154

More sun would be nice!

155

Really happy.

156

Pleasant. Dry. Good weather.

157

Definitely return!

158

Better signage on walks

159

Been shielding due to children’s health

160

More signposts on the walk

161

Completed 2 of 3 peaks

162

Enjoyed visit. Will come again

163

Completed two of the 3 Peaks but stopped because of fatigue

164

Pennine Way quiet

165

Loving holiday in Yorkshire Dales
No loo roll in Hawes car park toilets

166

Bins full

167

We're privileged to have such nice countryside

168

Litter bins needed at Ribblehead

169

No signposts on the 3 Peaks section along the road to Ribblehead

170

Love the Dales

171

Friendly people

172

Footpaths have improved

173

Good signposting

174

Good signposting but people taking shortcuts

175

One female and one male.
2 male and 4 females in the group.

176

They appreciated the "exceptional" path down from Whernside.

177

Equal numbers male and female
One male and one female adult

178

"Thank you National Park"
One male and one female in the group although the male responded to the questionnaire.

179

Work of YDNP is greatly appreciated, particularly the efforts to work with and maintain the natural
environment (the interviewee referred to projects elsewhere e.g. theme parks and leisure facilities,
where the natural environment has been adapted to attract more people).

180

"No dog poo bin" (at Ribblehead where there are a lot of plastic bags containing dog poo lying
around).
Good, well maintained paths were mentioned - "much better than in the Lakes"

181

They liked the large Yorkshire stone slabs used on the paths (on Whernside) and would like to know
where they are from e.g. which mill.

182

Good maintained paths at Whernside
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Any other comments?
Snack bars on the walk greatly appreciated

183

lack of toilets mentioned

184

Super time, loved it.

185

Very much appreciated advice on a suitable route for our disabled buggy, given by staff onsite
As they were looking into family history I made them aware of the resource room at DCM and
Swaledale Museum. They will be returning so I gave them a YDNP map of the walk at Muker as an
example of what is available on the YDNP website. As they are also interested in history I mentioned
the history walks on the Swaledale Museum website.

186
187

Thank you for helping out with parking ; very nice.
Drove in an open top MG , so being a sunny day the drive out would contribute to the enjoyment of the
day.

188

Talked a bit about the Gallery.

189

Commented that it was nice to see everything opening up. They asked about B and B's.
As they were researching family history I let them know about the resource room at DCM.

192

They had gone over the pass but had missed the Buttertubs so I described where it was and where to
pull in so they could try again. They had seen one of the interpretation boards for Every Barn so I told
them a little about the project.
She had fallen in love with the area so will be back for another visit. Talked a lot about the wildlife in
the Yorkshire Dales : Dormice, Red Squirrels; Water Voles . Also about Foxglove Covert Nature
Reserve. She was very interested in wildlife conservation and reintroduction programmes.
App didn't work. I did mention that the gift shop and post office had maps, guides etc. but they did not
take this up. I directed them on the river walk as it can be achieved without a map. They will prepare
for the Fremington edge walk and do this on another day. I promoted the YDNP web site and the
walks that can be printed off from this, so they will take a look at this for another week end.

193

Needed directions for a walk which I gave as they had not come prepared.

194

Liked the sculpture in the Orchard. Told them a bit about the piece / craftsman.

195

Great to have the onsite facilities: parking, toilet, café. Lovely spot.

196

It would be good to have more seats along the path to the Lower Falls

197

Worth the long journey, often recommend it to friends

198

Having a lovely time; Yorkshire people are great.
They did ask about the foot bridge situation at Langthwaite. I made them aware of the map in Reeth
NPC window that has closures marked on should they need to refer to it at any time. I will , however
contact Michael and enquire about updates.

190

191

199
200

They like the Orchards at Reeth and Keld which add to the visit after walking.
They like to see Reeth Orchardwhen they visit and were wondering about the apples being for sale. I
told them about Apple Day in October and the apple pressing and the sale of produce procedure.

201

They were not aware of the Orchard at Keld so I described where it was and walks available at Keld.
RE Litter. I had noticed that the bins in Reeth had not been emptied from Sat. so already full by Sun.
morning. The lady visitor had two small children and felt the countryside code should be 'brought back'
as it seems to have skipped a generation. Took the opportunity to outline what the YDNP were doing
in response to the litter problem and pointed out that we do have copies of the countryside code in
Reeth NPC as a rule ( although closed at present ). Also made her aware of the Keep Britain Tidy
messages that YDNPA and the North Yorkshire Moors have had on facebook. She seemed pleased
that efforts were being made.
Went to the Bridge in yesterday and thoroughly enjoyed it. A bit of normality.

202

203

204

Talked briefly about my work for the YDNP and Dormouse monitoring. They asked about the NPC's
opening so told them of the week-end arrangements and situation so far.
One of the group noticed the swifts so we talked about recording these in the YDNP and about wildlife
in general. Talked about the Dormouse Monitoring that I do and the success of the Wensleydale
Dormouse project, habitat corridors etc.
Normally they are out recording species for a local group but unable to do this so doing some walking
and bird watching instead.
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206

Any other comments?
Although they stated too many people for something that spoilt the day, he did go to say but I am one
of them. I think they normally park at the Dales Bike Centre but parking is limited today with being
busy.
Having looking forward to getting out and having a picnic. Good facilities with walks from the green at
Reeth so chose to come here.

207

Going on to Tan Hill and Buttertubs.

208

Appreciated the quick reply to their e-mail enquiry before they arrived.

209

all very lovely

210

Very helpful staff

211

Paying parking with a card was complicated but didn't spoil the visit.

212

All briliant

213

The stop was a good experience on their bike tour. Felt signage to falls could be better.
Pleased to find toilets open.

214

One member has temporary walking issues and found paths were fine for him

215

At end of questionnaire, concern expressed about lack of toilet facilities, lack of benches to sit on and
lack of bins (felt to be a problem for bikers since they don't want to carry their own rubbish away).

216

Important to keep paths well maintained

217

Alternative exercise to gym and pool
Talked to them about the Wensleydale Dormouse project and Reeth Orchard.

205

218

Promoted the YDNPA website with walks and also the Swaledale Museum website that has history
walks.

219

Did comment about the amount of rubbish in the countryside.
The young boy , who is in the cubs , complained about the amount of litter being left by visitors. I do
know that the scouts were going to make posters as they were fed up of this last year so reassured
him that these will go up when the right time allows.

220

Made aware that visitors are Christmas Shopping at Fleece.
Asked lots of questions about the area eg which craft shops were open and when. Also asked what
local opinion was to having visitors now.

221

Commented that they had to book at the campsite rather turn up as they had previously done.

222

Let them know about some of the meadows that had not been cut for their photography.

223

They didn't seem prepared for the walk and were asking directions so I gave them two printed walks
from Muker. They had a back back so prepared with walking equipment.

224

Had a motorhome. Asked about play parks in the area so told them of Reeth and Hawes.
The two young men were tree surgeons from London so I spoke of the coppicing and Dormice in
Freeholders wood.
They asked about Tan Hill pub so gave information.

225

226

One commented that he would have liked to have seen more birds of prey.
As the couple were house hunting I gave them information about the Reeth and District Gazette so
that they can see what's on locally in the community. They have dogs so I gave them information
about Foxglove Covert Nature Reserve and Thorpe Perrow Arboretum as they allow dogs on leads.
Asked about pubs and tea rooms that were open.
Commented that Muker has good walks when she is on her own ( feels safe ).

227

Came to Swaledale as it is much too busy in the south of the National Park.

228

Relatives live locally so visiting family

229

Car park too small

230

Our visitor had enjoyed her holiday staying in Langthwaite.

231

We received a 5 regarding his enjoyment because our visitor objected to paying for parking and
having to pay for the toilet. He did not realise the toilets are a donation if desired.
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232

Any other comments?
Queried the use of honesty boxes...could we make them compulsory...didn't see many people putting
money into them.

233

Regular visitors

234

235

Proud to be from Yorkshire....said locals were really friendly in Reeth
Polish visitors unsure about area and would not comment re scale of satisfaction. They wanted
directions to tourist information in Muker... I gave them advice re walks but not sure they were
following it well due to language difficulties. It would have been helpful to have a map to give them. I
will see if I can get some for next surveys.

236

Have visited previously to climb too.

237

Drove over the watersplash and was concerned about the waterlevel for his car

238

Council car parks need facility for paying by card

239

All fine...good facilities

240

Only issues were access with wheelchair

241

Thank you

242
243

Have land here and were camping
would be good to have park centres open to get up to date local info...referred them to the national
park websites

244

Parking honesty boxes don't appear to be used by many visitors. Regular visitor with no disability
herself but regularly brings her father who has dementia.

245

All well maintained and signposted

246

Open toilets are important

247

In council car park need to be able to pay by card..carry cash much less these days

248

Happy to take part in the survey

249

Busier than expected

250

Beautiful - better than expected

251

Nature at its best

252

Enjoying the area

253

IMPRESSED BY PAYMENT BY CARD FOR CAR PARK
No litter about

254

Clean Toilets

255

Lovely to be back in the YDNP

256

Viewing platform at Middle Falls too small and vegetation needs to be cut back

257

We will visit again. It is a beautiful place
This respondent said he was glad to see we were doing the survey as, like other Grassington
residents, he had noticed a lot more visitors recently and thought they were probably from different
areas from the usual visitors. He had seen taxis bringing people.
Lovely

258

259

Only 1 hour from home. Will be back.
Toilets excellent & facilities well set-up.

260

Lovely place.
Website said 'Closed at 15:00' Despite that we came.

261

Its very nice.
Problem with some of the maps not displaying on the Smartphone app. (several browsers)
Car-park & toilets well-set out.

262

Want all YDNP car-parks to take e-payment.

263

Nice day.
Car-park price reasonable.

264

Excellent to have open toilets.
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Any other comments?

265

Hope to come again

266

Very nice. Will visit again.

267

Post-operative Hip therapy for dog

268

ITs just lovely here.

269

Was good

270

Decent car-park & toilets.

271

Nice to see Grassington open.

272

More litter bins needed (particularly at Ribblehead)

273

Toilets good

274

Pleased with toilets

275

Nepalese

276

Well now but cancer recoverer

277

Horton to Ingleborough section of 3 Peaks route needs work

278

Signposting and paths good
Ascent of Pen-y-ghent slippy (a bit dangerous)

279

Descent tricky

280

Litter

281

Lack of litter bins or toilets might be a problem
Hoped that the weather would be a bit better later in the day so opted for a walk in the afternoon.
Chose Muker as it is not crowded.
Not walking today but enjoying a drive out and exploring somewhere different.

282

I told hem about the YDNP website with information for new visitors and gave them a print out of the
Muker walk.
283

284

285
286

They were interested in the name Muker so inspired to visit and will return on a day with better
weather for a walk.
6 ladies . Came to Swaledale to get away from the crowds.
One relayed the problems at Malham with crowds, rubbish and motorbikes. They hope it gets better
soon but meanwhile will opt for walking in the quieter dales.
Good location for both families to meet up. Normally walk in the south of the National Park but decided
on Swaledale as a change. Looked at the YDNP website the night before coming.
I let them know about the NPC at Reeth should they return another time. Also pointed out the Orchard.
Had just arrived so couldn't answer some questions. Thought it was very beautiful in the rain with the
waterfalls.

287

Daughter and elderly mother. The first time out for the daughter since lockdown.
This couple set off in the morning and made the route up as they went to see where they ended up.
The gentleman asked lots of questions about the area as they were impressed and want to come
back.

288

Made them aware of the walks on the YDNP website. Gave a print out of the walk at Muker.
Meet up every year for the same walk to remember a friend on their birthday irrespective of the
weather.
Raining today which makes the experience better - muddy and slippery.

289

290

3 friends. One a first time visitor to the area.

291

Sign post not clear (near High Birkwith? Mentioned by other walkers)

292

This group was in two cars meeting up as a good central point.

293

Pleased to see the toilets were open and everything's been lovely other than the social distancing.

294

Just arrived but looking forward to it.
Two male friends. One showing the area to his friend who has dogs so would like to come back
walking.

295
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Any other comments?
Regularly look at Dales Bike facebook page.
Also cycle a lot in Dalby Forest.

296

First day out cycling with the dog.

297

Rain only spoilt the visit slightly.
Their guide book was 20 years old.

298
299

They did comment that had the weather been sunny they would not have come as it would be too
crowded.
During a conversation the couple mentioned the crowds and and speeding cars in Richmond . They
had come to Reeth for a quieter day.

300

The wife has family in the area so they have been coming every year.
Some of the shops in Leyburn were closed.

301

Husband and wife- first time out since shielding.

302

Not put off by the weather ( not as hot as days during the week and raining on and off ).

303

First time visit for one gentleman. The other has visited once before.

304

Came to walk in Swaledale as it is quieter and less crowded.

305

Hoped that the weather would be a bit better but not put off by it.

306

It's beautiful. It would be better to be able to pay for parking by card.

307

Nice place. When will the visitors center be open?

308

love it

309

310

Will be back!
After completing the survey the lady had been to the toilet and said the sanitary bins were overflowing
and there was no toilet paper. I checked and there was toilet paper, although it wasn't in the
dispenser. Reported sanitary bins

311

2 females one from Catterick, one from Barnard Castle. They are providing support to 3 others who
are doing the Three Peaks. One is first time visitor the other a regular YDNP visitor.

312

Well done YDNP.

313

Love it!

314

Lovely location, outdoor electric charging points for ebikes would be welcome. Is it possible they could
be incorporated as electric car charging points are installed.

315

I hope to come back here in hot weather

316

keep up the good work!

317

good to see the toilets are open

318

I look forward to it

319

car park on top of the road is misleading. I'd rather park here and pay to YDNP

320

Love this part of the world

321

The area is lovely. The toilets helps. I thought it would be quieter

322

100% thank you for looking after this place and providing toilets

323

when will the information centre be open? my annual ticket is not being used.

324

it's a lovely place

325

toilets are open for free and kept clean which helps when you visit with children

326

thank you for letting us come here

327

Social distancing on step by Malham Cove

328

Problems maintaining social distancing

329

Social distancing problems
Dead sheep neat High Trenhouse

330

NT donation box near Tarn not locked
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Any other comments?
Litter

331

Problem with social distancing

332

Gates left open

333

Difficult to maintain social distancing

334

Information on the website on car park prices was incorrect

335

Litter at Malham Cove
Would come again

336

N.B. Too many people on steps down side of Malham Cove

337

N B Observed disposable BBQ disposed of on top of Malham Cove

338

Toilets - clean early in day but bad by afternoon

339

We'll be back
Difficulty maintaining social distancing.

340

Litter in toilets
Lovely day

341

Friendly
More facilities to dispose of litter.

342

More information/education on litter

343

Difficult to maintain 2 metre distance

344

Busy later in the day

345

More dog poo disposal bins needed

346

Collected a carrier bag full of litter including ~20 wet wipes

347

Road up to Tan Hill good surface. Not go Buttertubs as warned by others than just been surfaced - all
gravelly on south side - road surface needs to be rolled out more

348

Lots of footpaths but little mountain bike access to all routes. Need to make some tracks BOATS

349

All do good work keeping the locality acceptable

350

Lovely day. Great time

351

Advertise more cycle routes. Gravel too big and rough on Swale Trail

352

Footpaths not always marked and some need strimming eg Skelgate Lane

353

YDNPA does an excellent job

354

Always been lovely - come since little. Countryside has a lot to offer

355

Just love it [the area]

356

Likes more progressive approach to the Dales by YDNPA- supporting micro industries etc

357

Nice that toilets are open

358

Planning rules overly restrictive

359

Fact that loos are open was quite important

360

No cafes

361

Gorgeous walk

362

Better when loos are open which they are today. Not all cafes are open which is a shame

363

Reeth is a lovely village

364

Really enjoyed the day

365

Love it here

366

Thank you for having toilets open

367

A few large groups about by river

368

Lovely place with good parking

369

Lovely visit - would definitely come back
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Any other comments?

370

Everything very clean, usually go to the Fountaine pub.

371

Love it here

372

Love it here
This respondent wanted to give a score of 7 for satisfaction!

373
374

He and his party thought the Dales are always beautiful
extra comments from the children in the party: Nice and peaceful, good wildlife ( tries to identify birds
once returned home), the river was amazing

375

Interview lady was Scout leader. Group was 4 people who came in 2 cars.

376
377

Unable to spend locally and help the economy of those the area visited.
Some more formalised overnight camper van parking as at Settle would be very welcome in YDNP
locations.

378

Both 78 and have lived in the YDNP since before it was one!

379

Really enjoyed first visit to the Dales

380

Trying to avoid crowds

381

Grassington is favourite spot in National Park

382

Disappointed no bins at car park and no drinking water

383

Loved it

384

A lovely day
Toilets at Linton Falls in good condition - really clean and well maintained

385

Spotted a big bag of rubbish in the water at the Falls

386

We had a lovely day

387

Working delivery driver on break
3 young men, 1 young woman and mother

388

"Temporary covid signs likely to deteriorate quickly, more robust signs needed"

389

Starting walk so couldn't properly answer sections 6, 7, or 9

390

Starting walk so couldn't properly complete sections 6,7 and 9
Couple (male and female)

391

"Pubs not open"
Couple (male and female)

392

Car park ticket machine didn't work

393

Yorkshire Dales should be more welcoming to motorcyclists
Male female couple (55-64 and 65+)

394

"Lovely to be back. Very impressed by toilets"

395

We like coming here
In a walking club, would normally come in a bus but club can’t afford it because of distancing
requirements

396
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